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Baroda Annual School
Performance. Stories and Songs from

Europe—The Carpenter and His Tools

Around the World

Elixir Mime/

Finale Song for the performance

Scripts
conceptualized and scripted
the annual school performance for classes 5-12 in
Baroda, India. We received
this comment from the director:
”We enjoyed our interaction with you
right from the concept to the final
script. You were
beautifully able to
interweave our requirements and ideas for the
concept.”

India—The Blind Men and the Ellephant

Japan— Shiro the Magical Dog
As a Team song and dance
The Greedy King Intro story

Around the World
intro and dance.
This performance brought
together some of the best stories and music from around
the world for the students to
perform. Stories are powerful
vehicles of ideas.

USA—
Singing in the Rain dance
China—The Magic Paintbrush

Africa—The Selfish Chief learns to share.

Middle East—The Camel’s Nose story

Please let us know if you would like to help in any way with our community projects.
Thank you very much! Please contact us at e-mail: new2mailbox@yahoo.com

Creating
a human
statue

Quotes from participants of the
Mime workshop Dimapur, India
“I had fun and enjoyed your visit so
much. Thank you for visiting us.” Manikho class IV
“I love acting. Your acting is very good
and funny. I want to learn more. Thank
you.” Chonchon class IV

Above—using cloth to express emotion and movement
“God has blessed you with a wonderful
talent. I was blessed by your visit. I
have learnt many new things. Please
visit us again.” Albert class VII
“It was the first time experience for us.
We learned so many new things. You
taught us how to tell a story better
through mime.” Chahtong class 9
Caption describing
“Thank
youor
forgraphic.
sharing your talent with
picture
us. I love to act very much. It is one of
the few ways in which we can communicate with hearing people. You
have taught us many ideas which will
make it easier for us to make others
understand what we want to tell them
through mime.” Samlam class 9
“Your visit has greatly blessed me. I
enjoyed your demonstrations. I have
learnt that we can tell a story to people
loud and clear without saying a single
word. We will remember and practice
whatever you have taught us. Thank
you.” Bhagirath Gautam class 6

Caption
describing
picture or
graphic.

Above—learning mime technique to
use space effectively to tell a story.
Right—acting out the story of the
Good Samaritan.

Left—critiquing the student’s performance of
the parable story of The
Good Samaritan.
Right and Above—acting
out a skit about choices
and decisions of life.
Below—happy and quick learners

Far left—miming a heavy weight
Left—using sticks in tandem to learn to work

